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Abstract 
Using muon candidates in 133,000 hadronic decays of the Z0 , recorded by the OPAL detector 
at LEP, we have measured the fraction of events containing semi-leptonic decays of b flavoured 
hadrons. An analysis based on fitting the shape of the momentum and transverse momentum 
distributions of the muon candidates gave the result: (r(Z0 --> bb)/r(Z0 --> hadrons)) x Br(b --> 
f') = 0.0226 ± 0.0007 ± 0.0013, and also yielded: (r(Z0 --> cc)/r(Z0 --> hadrons)) x Br(c--> 
f') = 0.0176± 0.0025± 0.0042. Using the charge of the muon and the angle of the event thrust 
axis with respect to the electron beam, in a b-enriched event sample, we measured the forward-
backward asymmetry for Z0 --> bb decays. Without correction for B0B0 mixing, the asymmetry 
was found to be Af8 = 0.072 ± 0.042 ± 0.010. 
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1 Introduction 
The data from LEP and SLC have permitted precise measurements of the Z0 total width, as well 
as the partial widths into lepton pairs and into hadrons. With these results, the number of light 
neutrino generations and the Z0 coupling to leptons have been established [1]. Determination 
of the Z0 coupling to quarks and the forward-backward charge asymmetry for Z0 --> qq provide 
additional tests of the predictions of the Standard Model. A precision measurement of the 
partial width for Z0 --> bb has been proposed as an important test of radiative corrections in 
the electroweak model [2], while the forward-backward charge asymmetry is sensitive to the 
value of the weak mixing angle [3]. 
In this article, we describe a measurement of the partial width and the forward-backward 
charge asymmetry for the process Z0 --> bb, the partial width for the process Z0 --> cc, and the 
fragmentation parameters of the b and c quarks. Several measurements of these quantities have 
recently been reported [4,5]. The following study was based on an analysis of multihadronic 
events containing muons, in data recorded with the OPAL detector at LEP. The data correspond 
to approximately 133,000 hadronic Z0 decays and an integrated luminosity of 6.4 pb -l at 
and around the Z0 peale The processes Z0 --> bb and Z0 --> cc were distinguished from 
Z0 --> uii, dd, ss events using the muons from semi-leptonic weak decays. Muons were identified 
via their ability to penetrate material. 
In hadronic decays of the Z0 , the penetrating tracks originate from several sources: 
(a) Z0 --> bb, followed by1 b--> ,..- . 
(b) The cascade reaction, Z0 --> bb, followed by b --> c --> p.+, or b --> c --> ,..- where the c 
quark originates from the virtual W produced in the b quark decay. 
(c) Z0 --> bb, followed by b --> r- --> ,..-. 
(d) Z0 --> cc, followed by c --> p.+. 
(e) Hadronic contamination, which comprises sail-through (hadrons which do not interact in 
the material), punch-through (hadrons whose interaction products penetrate the mate-
rial), and muons from decays of kaons and pions. 
The categories (a) to (d) are collectively referred to as prompt muons. 
The hard fragmentation of the b quark and its large mass result in the muons from the decay 
of b flavoured hadrons having high momentum, p, and transverse momentum, PT, relative to 
the direction of the parent hadron. The charm and cascade decays yield considerably softer 
distributions in both variables, which allows b and c decays to be separated on a statistical 
basis by applying kinematic cuts, or by fitting. 
1 Throughout this paper, reference to a b or·c quark decay is assumed to imply the charge conjugate process 
forb and c. 
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2 The OPAL Detector 
The OPAL detector has been described in detail in a recent publication [6], and we restrict 
ourselves to an overview of the main components. Tracking of charged particles is performed 
by the jet chamber, a large volume drift chamber, 4mlong and 3.7min diameter, divided into 24 
azimuthal2 sectors with 159 layers of wires. The jet chamber, a vertex detector, and chambers 
measuring the z coordinate of tracks as they leave the jet chamber, are positioned inside a 
solenoidal coil, which provides a uniform magnetic field of 0.435 T. This coil is surrounded by 
a time-of-flight counter array and a lead glass electromagnetic calorimeter with a presampler. 
Outside this calorimeter is the instrumented return yoke of the magnet, forming the hadron 
calorimeter, and beyond this are the outer muon detectors. 
The hadron calorimeter, the muon barrel and muon endcap together form the muon iden-
tification system, which covers polar angles in the range I cos 01 < 0.98. Hadrons are filtered 
out by the material in the coil, the lead glass calorimeter and the iron return yoke of the 
magnet. Together these components provide between 6 and 9 interaction lengths, depending 
on the orientation of the tracks. The barrel region of the muon chambers, covering the re-
gion I cos 01 < 0.68, consists of four layers of planar drift chambers, proyiding measurements in 
the ( r, ¢) plane. The end cap region 0.60 < I cos Ol < 0.98 is covered by four layers of limited 
streamer tubes, each layer measuring in the (x,z) and the (y,z) planes. The hadron calorimeter, 
which consists of 9 layers (8 layers in the endcap) of streamer tubes interleaved with the iron 
slabs of the magnet return yoke, is read out via 4 mm wide strips and projective towers formed 
from 50 X 50 cm2 pads. These strips and pads provide measurements in the (r,¢) plane and 
the z direction, respectively. For most of the angular coverage of the detector (I cos 01 < 0.69) 
a penetrating track is measured both in the hadron calorimeter and in the muon chambers. 
The minimum momentum reqnired for a prompt muon to penetrate to the muon chambers, 
irrespective of polar angle, is 3 GeV jc. 
3 Selection and Simulation of Hadronic Events 
The trigger and selection criteria for hadronic events have been described in previous publi-
cations [7]. In addition, for this analysis, the jet chamber, hadron calorimeter, and the barrel 
and endcap muon chambers were required to be fully operational. Each event was also required 
to contain at least seven charged tracks originating from the event vertex, with a distance of 
closest approach in the direction perpendicular to the beam axis of less than 2 em and in the 
direction along the beam of less than 40 em. The track multiplicity cut reduced the residual 
contamination from e+e- -+ r+r- to less than 0.1%. 
Any event containing a track with a measured momentum exceeding 45 Ge V / c was rejected 
because of the possible bias to jet and thrust axes caused by such tracks. An additional 0.5% of 
events were eliminated by this cut. A total of 133,310 events satisfied all the above requirements. 
The efficiency of these criteria for selecting multihadronic Z0 decays was (97.0 ± 1.0)%. 
The Lund parton shower Monte Carlo JETSET 7.2 [8], was used to simulate multihadronic 
decays of the Z0 • The Monte Carlo input parameters were chosen to give the best simulation 
of the observed global event shape distributions [9]. All b quarks were assumed to decay to c 
2 The coordinate system is defined with positive z along the outgoing e- beam direction, 9 and tP being the 
polar and azimuthal angles. 
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quarks, with the accompanying virtual W coupling to a c quark 15% of the time. The product 
branching ratio b -> r -> J1 was taken to be 0.9% (10,11]. Heavy quarks were fragmented 
according to the Peterson scheme (12], where the shape of the primordial fragmentation function 
for flavour q depends upon the single parameter '•. This parameter determines the physical 
quantity (zE)q, where "'E = 2 X EHadron/ ..(S, and EHadron is the energy of the fust-rank hadron. 
A simulation of the performance of the OPAL detector was used to account for the effects of 
resolution and geometrical acceptance (13]. 
4 Identification of Muons in Multihadronic Events 
Muon candidates were identified by associating central detector tracks to track segments in 
the muon subdetectors. Track segments in the hadron calorimeter or muon chambers were 
straight lines of hits reconstructed independently in each subdetector. A hadron calorimeter 
track segment was formed if at least five layers had aligned clusters of strip hits consistent 
with the passage of a minimum ionizing particle.' At least one of these clusters had to be 
in the outer four layers. In the rrmon detectors, with the exception of some restricted areas, 
a minimum of three hits was demanded for the reeo'nstruction of a track segment. In the 
central detector, muon candidate tracks were required to be reconstructed from at least 40 
hits in the jet chamber, and to have polar angles within the range I cos Ol < 0.9. Each central 
detector track was extrapolated through the· surrounding material, allowing for energy loss, 
multiple scattering and measurement errors. On entering a muon subdetector, the position and 
direction of the extrapolated trajectory were compared with the position and direction of any 
muon track segment found in that particular subdeteotor. A track matching the position of 
both a hadron calorimeter and a muon chamber· segment was classified as a muon. To maintain 
high efficiency, a track matching only one sub detector segment was also accepted if further 
conditions were satisfied. For muon candidates with a track segment in the muon chambers but 
not the hadron calorimeter, matching in direction was demanded as well as a better positional 
match. In addition, if the projected track pass~d thrqvghthehadron calorimet,er, assqci;:Lted hits 
were required in at least half the layers. For candidates matched only to a hadron calorimeter 
segment, a better line-fit to the segment hits was demanded, with associated hits indicating 
penetration of at least 6 interaction lengths of iron; Where more than one central detector track 
matched a given muon segment, the track with the best·matching likelihood was classified as a 
muon. When applied to Monte Carlo simulated events containing single prompt muon tracks, 
this procedure selected the wrong track as a muon in 1.3% of cases, for track momentum above 
4.5 GeVjc. 
The overall efficiency for the detection of muons in Z0 -> multihadrons was e.stimated from 
the muon finding efficiency in a sample of e+ c -> p+ Jl- events, selected using the· .central 
detector and electromagnetic calorimeter but .not the ,hadron calorimeter or muon :chambers. 
The residual contamination due to .,-+.,.- hadronic decays was less than 0.5%. Small efficiency 
corrections (about 1%) were applied to account for the differences in isolation and mor"en, 
tum distribution between muons from e+ e- -> p+ p,- and muons in hadronic decays. These 
corrections, which dominate the uncertainty in the. efficiency, were estimated by studying the 
difference in muon finding efficiency between•simulat:ed e+e""' -> p,+Jl- events and simulated 
multihadronic events. Further checks on the efficiencies were. also made using real data, by 
exploiting the inherent redundancy between the hadron calorimeter and the muon chambers. 
The fraction of muon candidates identified by one of these sub detectors and also found by the 
other was consistent with the expected efficiency and with Monte Carlo predictions. !The overall 
efficiency was found to be (85 ± 2}% in the range I cos 0·1 < 0.8. In the range 0,8 < I cos 111 < 0.9, 
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a lower efficiency, (77 ± 4)%, was found, due to the combined effects of falling tracking effi-
ciency and limited hadron calorimeter acceptance in this region. The efficiency is approximately 
independent of muon momentum and transverse momentum for p > 4.5 Ge VI c. 
Hadronic contamination in the muon candidates was determined by using a Monte Carlo 
simulation of multihadronic events. The observed fraction of muon candidates found by the 
various subdetectors as the muon selection criteria were varied was found to be well represented, 
giving confidence in the details of the detector simulation. The probability for a hadron to be 
misidentified as a muon was found to be weakly dependent upon momentum and transverse 
momentum with an average value of 1.3% per track for momenta above 4.5 GeV I c. The 
reliability of this Monte Carlo prediction was checked using kinematically identified Kg __, 
11"+11"- decays in the OPAL data sample. Pions with momenta above 4.0 GeV I c were selected. 
Their mean momentum was 5.8 GeVIc. The fraction which were identified as muons was 
(0.80 ± 0.14)% in data as compared with (1.1 ± 0.1)% for Monte Carlo simulated events. A 
similar study of 3-prong T decays, where the pions have momenta in the range 3 to 30 Ge VIc, 
yielded a (1.4 ± 0.3)% probability for misidentification of a pion as a muon, compared with 
(1.2 ± 0.1)% predicted by the Monte Carlo. The statistical accuracy of these comparisons 
translates into an overall systematic uncertainty of about 15% in the background due to pions. 
However, pions account for ouly about half the total number of non-prompt muon candidates, 
the remainder being mostly due to kaons. The contribution from decays is about half the total 
for both kaons and pions. Whilst the differences between kaons and pions in both sail-through 
and punch-through probabilities are expected to be well described by the Monte Carlo, the 
kinematics of K --> J.LV decays are different from 11" --> J.LV decays. Since the kaon background has 
not been cross-checked, we have conservatively assigned an error of 50% to the K --> J.LV decay 
contribution, which is approximately one quarter of the total background. Combining linearly 
the estimated errors on all the background contributions results in a systematic uncertainty of 
25% in the overall misidentification probability. 
5 Measurement of the Branching Ratios 
We identified a total of 12,350 hadronic events containing a muon candidate track with mo-
mentum p > 3.0 GeV I c. For each event, the scaled mass jet finding algorithm of JADE [14], 
employing the EO recombination scheme [15], was used to group charged tracks into jets. To 
ensure that jets were well contained within the active detector volume, the polar angle of the 
axis of the jet containing the muon was required to be in the range I cos Ojetl < 0.8. The value 
of the jet resolution parameter Ycut was chosen to be 0.02. Thereby most of the decay products 
from a b flavoured hadron were included into a single jet, while good resolution of two and three 
jet events was maintained. Monte Carlo studies showed that the axis of the jet containing the 
muon candidate track (evaluated with the muon included) gave a good estimate of the direction 
of the parent hadron. The transverse momentum, PT, of the muon candidate was calculated 
with respect to this axis. 
In order to extract the b quark component of the observed signal, two different methods 
were employed. In the first method, the b fraction was determined by counting the number 
of muons with high p and PT after subtracting estimated backgrounds. This kinematic region 
is expected to be dominated by the decays of b flavoured hadrons. The backgrounds to be 
subtracted were estimated using the Monte Carlo simulation. The second method used the 
predicted shape of the muon spectra from the processes (a) to (e), described in Section 1, 
to fit the observed distributions in p and PT. This procedure enabled the fraction of events 
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due to b and c decays to be extracted, along with b and· c quark fragmentation parameters. 
The two determinations of the Z0 --> bb partial width are complementary, since they .are 
subject to different systematic uncertainties. For the counting method, the uncertainty due to 
hadronic background subtraction dominates, whereas the systematic error in the fitting method 
depends on several factors such as the shape of the component spectra, the size of the cascade 
contribution and the details of fragmentation: 
5.1 Counting Muons with Large p and PT 
In this method, the number of muons from b decays was determined using the ldnematic 
region p > 4.5 GeVIc; PT > 1.0 GeVIc where the contributions from charm and cascade 
reactions, as well as hadronic contamination, are. suppressed. The distribution in PT is shown 
in Fig.1a for the 8,692 muon candidates with momenta greater than 4.5 GeV I c. Fig.1b shows 
the momentum distribution of the muon candidates, with PT > 1.0 GeY I c. The .Monte Carlo 
predicted distributions [8], assuming Standard Model values for the partial widths Z0 --> bb 
and Z0 --> cc, are superimposed in each case. As previously mentioned, the normalisation 
of the hadronic contamination is subject to a 25%: systematic uncertainty. -Fot the charm 
quark fragmentation, we chose ("E)c = 0.55, consistent with an average of PEP and PETRA 
experiments [16]. For .the b quarks, we estimated ("E)b = 0.70 ± 0.02 by measuring the mean 
momentum of muon candidates in the b enriched region with PT > 1.5 Ge VIc. The relationship 
between this mean momentum and (" E )b was derived from a series of Monte Carlo simulations. 
The error is statistical only. The hadronic contamination component was obtained by applying 
the p and PT dependent misidentification probability {found from Monte Carlo studies) to all 
tracks observed in the multihadron data which passed the track selection cuts (i.e. all potential 
fake muons). This technique reduced dependence on the precise simulation of event topology 
and track multiplicity. 
The fraction of b quark events was determined using: 
r(zo __, bb) N'bs - N• - Nf•k• =~____,,---,c;--'----,- X B r( b --> J.L) = , " " " 
r( Z0 --> hadrons) 2 X Nzo X 1J X { 1 + lacdbr) {1) 
where N;}'', N~, N take are the observed number of muons, the predicted number of muons from 
charm decays and the contribution of hadronic background, respectively. N zo is the total num-
ber of Z0 --> hadrons events {133,310), and 1/ is the product of the efficiency for muon identifica-
tion (0.85±0.02), the efficiency of the kinematic cuts {0.355 ±0.005) and the geometrical accep-
tance including detector resolution ( 0. 76 ± 0.01). The last term in the denominator accounts for 
the contribution of the cascade component, where fin.= Br(b--> c--> pX)IBr{b--> pX) and lace 
is the ratio of the kinematic acceptance for muons from the cascade process to that for muons 
from direct b quark decays. We used lace = 0.121 ± 0.002, estimated from Monte Carlo studies. 
The parameter lbr was derived from the results Br(b --> c --> pX) = 0.102 ± 0.010 ± 0.007 [17] 
and Br{b--> pX) = 0.102±0.002±0.007 [18), obtained from fits to the inclusive lepton spectrum 
at the T(4S). These yield the value lbr = 1.0 ± 0.1 ± 0.1. The systematic error on lbr has been 
increased to 20%, to allow for the uncertainty· due to the mixture of b flavoured hadrons being 
different at LEP [19]. The charm contribution was estimated by using the prediction of the 
Standard Modelfor f(Z0 --> cc)lf(Z0 --> hadrons)=O.i71 [20] and Br{ c--> J.L) = (7.9±0.9)%, ob-
tained from an average of PEP and PETRA measurern'ents [11]. The contribution of b --> r --> J.L 
was neglected, since it is expected to contribute < 2% of all b --> J.L decays. 
We found a total of 2269 events with muons in the kinematic region, p > 4.5 Ge VIc and 
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PT > 1.0 Ge V /c. The predictions for the charm component and the hadronic contamination 
were 106 and 669, respectively. 
Using ( 1), we found: 
(r(Z0 --> bb)/r(Z0 --> hadrons)) x Br(b--> p.) = 0.0218 ± 0.0007 ± 0.0026, 
where the errors are statistical and systematic, respectively. 
The systematic error is due to the uncertainties in "the normalisation of the hadronic con-
tamination, the predictions of the cascade and the charm components and the fragmentation 
parameters. The dominant source is the 25% uncertainty in the normalisation of the hadronic 
background. Varying both the cascade and charm components by 25% changed the result by 
less than 4%. The· value of (:z:E)b was allowed to vary within one standard deviation of the 
measured value, resulting in a 2.4% change in the result. The estimated 3% uncertainty in the 
efficiency 17 is directly reflected in a 3% systematic error in the final result. 
5.2 Fitting the p and PT Distributions 
In. this method, the observed p vs PT spectrum for muons was fitted by a combination of 
the p vs PT distributions for each of the separate sources of prompt and non-prompt muons. 
The contribution from each source was allowed to vary, so that. the sum of the contributions 
reproduced the observed distribution. This. procedure determined the flavour composition of 
the inclusive muon sample, along with values for (:z:E)b and (:z:E)c· 
The shape of each of the components was predicted by the Monte Carlo simulation. The 
ratio /b., described in Section 5.1, was used to constrain the ratio between the b --> c--> p. 
cascade component and the direct b --> p. component. For the b and c quarks, events were 
generated in bins of the respective band c fragmentation variables (:rE or z, as defined below), 
and the shape of the p vs PT spectrum was found for each bin separately. The relative proportion 
of b and c quark events from each bin was constrained to vary according to the form of the 
Peterson fragmentation function. The non-prompt backgrounds originating from ( uds), c and 
b events all have slightly different shapes, which were determined separately using the same 
Monte Carlo. The muon misidentification probability per track was assumed to be the same for 
heavy quark events as for light quark events. In addition, the backgrounds from b and c quarks 
were constrained to be proportional to the fitted branching fractions (r(Z0 --> bb)/r(Z0 --> 
hadrons)). x Br(b--> p.) and (r(Z0 --> cc)jr(Z0 --> hadrons)) x :Br(c --> p.). This allowed 
for uncertainties in the overall background normalisation, and for the differences between the 
measured Z0 branching ratios and those used in the simulation of the background processes. 
Ideally, the shape of the Monte Carlo predicted p vs PT spectrum in a given bin of the 
fragmentation vari\'ble should not be.sensitive to QCD model parameters or to the form of the 
fragmentation function. Such. model dependence can be reduced by .a suitable choice of the 
fragmentation variable and an appropriate definition ofpr. 
In .the Monte Carlo, the fragmentation function is parametrized in terms of the fraction, 
z, of available energy. carried by the first-rank hadron .. This fractipn is not directly related to 
the fragmentation. v;..i\'ble "'E' because of the influ~nce of giuon radiation upon the maximum 
available energy. In simple terms, gluon emission t.ends to reduce thisavallable energy, reducing 
the value.:of "'E, w:hile simultaneously affecting the jet structure of the event. The fit results 
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using "'E as the fragmentation variable are sensitive to the accuracy of QCD modelling and to 
the chosen form of fragmentation function, whereas those using z should be much less sensitive 
[21]. 
The muon transverse momentum,pT, was measured relative to a jet axis evaluated including 
the muon. Transverse momentum can also be measured with respect to the thrust axis of the 
event, or the jet axis re-evaluated with the muon excluded. Using the thrust axis introduces 
QCD dependence, because gluon radiation affects the angle between this axis and the direction 
of the primary hadron. Excluding the muon from the jet gives a PT which on its own is a 
better flavour discriminator, but is .a less accurate measure of the true PT and is more strongly 
correlated with p. We have repeated the fit for all three definitions of PT, using both "'E and 
an approximation to z [22]. 
The results of the binned maximum likelihood fit to the observed p vs PT distributions under 
various conditions are shown in Table 1. (When z was used, the mean values obtained were 
converted into corresponding mean values of the physical variable "'E using the Monte Carlo 
simulation. This conversion is therefore model-dependent). A x2 test was applied to each fit 
to give some indication of comparative quality. 
Our least model-dependent measurement is result A, obtained by fitting the whole p vs 
PT spectrum for p > 4.5 GeV I c, using z as the fragmentation variable, and defining PT with 
respect to the jet axis evaluated with the muon 'included. The fitted contributions according to 
this result are shown superimposed on the data in Fig.2a and Fig.2b. There is a strong (88%) 
anti-correlation between the cc and background contributions, producing a large statistical error 
in the charm product branching ratio and in (zE)c. Repeating the fit with no cc component 
reduced the fitted bb fraction by 3.5%, while the x2 per degree offreedpm worsened to 2911280. 
Results B and C correspond to repeating A with PT defined with respect to different axes. The 
change in the bb fraction when PT is re-defined with respect to the thrust axis is an indication 
of the maximum sensitivity to the modelling of processes such as hard gluon radiation which 
affect the PT distribution. We expect these possible systematic effects to be minimised for result 
A. . 
As a further cross-check, for result D the fit was restricted to the kinematic region PT > 
1.0 Ge VIc, p > 4.5 Ge VIc and the charm parameters were fixed at the Standard Model 
values. The product branching ratio and ("'E)b values obtained agreed with the counting result, 
although the correlation obtained from the fit between the b quark and background distributions 
was 89%, as compared with 40% when the whole PT range was considered. The fitted fraction 
of hadronic background events, (26 ± 4)%, agreed with the estimate in Section 5.1 (29 ± 7)%, 
and the shape of the fitted background distribution in p and PT agreed with that derived using 
observed tracks, as described inSection 5.1. 
Results E,F,G,H correspond to modelling fragmentation in terms of the variable "'E, again 
choosing three different axes for the definition of PT· The insensitivity of the result to the 
change in fragmentation variable provid~s evidence that, for our choice of PT, errors due to 
inadequate QCD modelling are small. 
The estimated systematic errors from various sources are listed as items (1) to (6) in Table 
2. Error (1) accounts for possible inadequacies in the Monte Carlo representation of the p 
and PT resolution. The error was estimated from the change in results produced by varying 
the track polar angle resolution by ±25 mrad for 10% of simulated tracks. This variation 
produced significant deviations between the observed and simulated PT spectra. The additional 
uncertainty in the shape of the background distribution (2) was investigated by changing the 
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punch-through contribution by ±25%, which caused a change of about ±10% in the slope ofthe 
overall background as a function of momentum. We also accounted for the uncertainty in the 
muon detection efficiency (3), and in the number ofb-+ c-+ 11 cascade decays (4). The error 
(4) was assigned by studying the change produced when the parameter/;,. (see Section 5.1) was 
varied by 20%. The uncertainty introduced by limited Monte Carlo statistics and the systematic 
effects of varying the binning used for the fit were included in (5). The fitted bb fraction was 
stable when details of the fitting procedure were changed, whereas the cc fraction fluctuated 
because of the high anti-correlation between the c quark and background contributions. Finally 
the changes produced by assuming different forms for the fragmentation function [23] were used 
to derive the last contribution (6). The influence of the kinematic cuts upon the result was 
found to be small. The fitted bb fraction changed by less than 5% when the momentum cut 
was varied between 4.0 GeV lc and 6.0 GeV I c, or when aPT cut of0.5 GeV I c was applied. We 
have not considered the effect on the results of uncertainties in the modelling of semi-leptonic 
band c quark decays. Taking the systematic effects (1) to (6) into account gave the result: 
r(Z0 -+ bb) 
r(zo-+ hadrons) X Br(b-+ 11) = 0.0226 ± 0.0007 ± 0.0013 
r(Z0 -. cc) 
r(zo -+ hadrons) X Br( c-+ 11) = 0.0176 ± 0.0025 ± 0.0042 
(xE)b = 0.726 ± 0.007 ± 0.022 
(:z:E)c = 0.56 ± 0.02 ± 0.03 
5.3 Extraction of the Partial Widths 
The average semi-leptonic branching ratio (Br(b -+ 11X)), measured at lower energies, can be 
used to extract the value of r(Z0 -+ bb)lr(Z0 -+ hadrons). However, as previously mentioned, 
the average semi-leptonic branching ratio may be different at LEP if b flavoured hadrons have 
different lifetimes and are produced with different relative abundances compared with lower 
energies [19]. 
Using the measurements from the e+e- continuum [11] Br(b-+ 11X) = 0.117 ± 0.013, and 
Br( c-+ 11X) = 0.079 ± 0.009, combined with the results from Section 5.2, gave: 
r(Z0 -+ bb)lr(Z0 -+ hadrons) = 0.193 ± 0.006(stat) ± 0.011(syst) ± 0.021(br.ratio), 
r(Z0 -+ cc)lr(Z0 -+ hadrons) = 0.223 ± 0.032(stat) ± 0.053(syst) ± 0.025(br.ratio ). 
These results are consistent with the Standard Model predictions [20]: r(Z0 -+ bb)lr(Z0 -+ 
hadrons) = 0.217, and r(Z0 -+ cc)lr(Z0 -+ hadrons) = 0.171. The partial widths and the 
accompanying fragmentation parameter values are in good agreement with measurements made 
by other experiments [4]. 
Using Br(b-+ 11X) = 0.117±0.013, combined with a measurement by OPAL ofthe hadronic 
width [24), r(Z0 -+ hadrons) = 1739 ± 17 MeV, gave the result: 
r(Z0 -+ bb) = 336 ± 10(stat) ± 20(syst) ± 37(br.ratio) MeV. 
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where the uncertainty in the hadronic width was included in the systematic error. 
6 Measurement of the Forward-Backwart:l Asymmetry 
The angular distribution for e+e- -> Z0 -> bb is: 
8 duld cos 0"' (1 + cos2 0 + 3A[E cos 0), (2) 
where 0 is the angle between the b quark momentum and the outgoing electron beam. The 
forward-backward asymmetry, A[E, can be measured using: 
A[E = fTF- fTB, (3) 
<TF + <TB 
where <TF and <TB are the b quark cross sections in the forward and backward hemispheres, 
respectively. <TF and <TB can be expressed in terms of the number of observed decays of b 
flavoured hadrons in each hemisphere, N F and N B. Since A[E is strongly dependent on the 
centre of mass energy, we restricted this analysis to the hadronic data sample collected near the 
Z0 peak, corresponding to 105,589 events with centre of mass energies between 91.0 and 92.0 
Ge V. The off-peak data sample is still too small to yield a statistically worthwhile measurement. 
The direction of the thrust axis of the event, calculated using charged tracks, was used to 
estimate the angle 0. Monte Carlo studies showed that this axis best represented the direction 
of the primary b quark at production. (The muon transverse momentum was defined relative 
to the jet axis calculated with the muon included in the jet.) The thrust axis was required to lie 
within the angular range J cos OJ < 0.9 . No restriction was placed on the polar angle of the jet 
axis. Tracks used in calculating both jet and thrust axes were required to be reconstructed from 
at least 20 hits in the jet chamber (corresponding to an approximate angular range I cos OJ < 
0.95). However, for muon candidate tracks, the more stringent reqnirement of 40 hits and 
J cos OJ < 0.9 was retained. The charge of the b quark was tagged using the charge of the 
muon candidate, Q,.. The probability of misidentifying the charge of a muon candidate of 
momentum less than 30 GeVIc with JcosOJ < 0.9 was estimated to be< 0.5% using the 
observed charge confusion in e+ c -> p+ p- events. Fig.3 shows the distribution in -Q" cos 0 
for events with muon candidates in the kinematic region p > 4.5 Ge VIc and PT > 1.0 Ge VIc, 
after subtraction of the cc and hadronic background contributions and correction for the muon 
identification efficiency. The errors due to efficiency and hadronic background subtraction are 
correlated between the forward and backward regions. The cc contribution was calculated 
using the Standard Model expectation as described in Section 5.1. The hadronic background 
was calculated by weighting the observed cos 0 distribution of all tracks by the J cos OJ dependent 
muon misidentification probability per track. The J cos OJ dependent efficiency correction took 
into account the acceptance effects caused by restricting the thrust axis and the muon direction 
to a fiducial volume J cos OJ < 0.9. The overall efficiency in the extreme bins of cos 0 was 
estimated to be (60 ± 6)%. 
After subtracting backgrounds, applying all corrections and extrapolating to the full cos 0 
range, we used ( 3) to determine: 
AFB(Observed) = 0.049 ± 0.036, 
where the errors are statistical only. Fitting the angular distribution to (2) using a x2 method, 
accounting for the correlations between the errors in different bins, yielded: 
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AFB(Observed) = 0.058 ± 0.034, 
corresponding to the curve shown in Fig. 3. The x2 is 4 for 10 degrees of freedom. 
The observed asymmetry was then corrected for the effects of the cascade decays b __, c __, 
p+ (which has an equal but opposite asymmetry to the direct b __, 11- process) and b __, c w-, 
with w- __, sc and c __, 11- (which has the same asymmetry as the direct process). The overall 
impact is to reduce the observed asymmetry to 81% of the underlying bb asymmetry. After 
allowing for this, we obtained: 
A[B = 0.060 ± 0.044 ± 0.010, from counting, and 
A[B = 0.072 ± 0.042 ± 0.010, from fitting. 
In both cases the assigned systematic uncertainty of ±0.010 is composed of contributions from 
the subtracted hadronic background (±0.007), the subtracted cc component and the cascade 
correction (±0.006), and the possible effects of track mismatching and charge misidentification 
(±0.002). Neither the counting nor the fitting result was significantly affected when the overall 
correction to the outer bins was varied by ±10%. 
In order to compare with Standard Model predictions, the value of A[B was corrected for 
the effect of B0B0 mixing, which reduces the true asymmetry by a factor of (1-2x), where xis 
the average mixing rate defined as, 
Various measurements of x have been reported [25], for B~ and for mixtures of b flavoured 
hadron species. We assumed the average mixing rate forb flavoured hadrons to be x = 0.130, 
consistent with these measurements and with the expected production ratio of the different 
species [19], if Bs mesons are assumed to have x = 0.5. Using this value of x to correct the 
fitted asymmetry gave: 
A[B(Corrected) = 0.097 ± 0.057 ± 0.014, 
consistent with the Standard Model prediction at the Z0 peak, A[B = 0.09 [20], and with other 
measurements [5]. The systematic error does not include any contribution from uncertainty in 
the mixing parameter. 
In the Standard Model, the forward backward asymmetry for Z0 -> bb at s = Mi, without 
photonic corrections, can be written as: 
where v., vb, a., db are the effective vector and axial vector couplings of the electron and b 
quark, respectively, in the improved Born approx.imation[2]. 
We used the relations a? = pz and v2 = pz(1 + 4Q f sin2 Ow )2 , (where Q f is the fermion 
charge) to obtain the effective weak mixing angle, sin2 Ow .. Since A[B depends only weakly on 
pz, we took pz from the Standard Model. 
Using our measured value of AFs, we obtained: 
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sin2 Ow= 0.232 ± 0.010(stat) ± 0.002(syst), 
where QED and QCD corrections have been included. We have ignored the difference between 
sin2 Ow for electrons and b quarks resulting from the presence of additional top quark diagrams, 
since this is expected (20] to be of order 0.0009. 
7 Summary 
We have analysed 8,692 muon candidates in approximatelyl33,000 hadronic decays of the Z0 
boson. By fitting the p vs PT distribution, using Monte Carlo simulations ·of the shape of 
the spectra expected from background and from the decays of b and c flavoured hadrons, we 
obtained: 
(r(Z0 __, bb)jr(Z0 __, hadrons)) x Br(b __, 11-) = 0.0226 ± 0.0007(stat) ± 0.0013(syst). 
The fit also yielded: 
(r(Z0 __, cc)/r(Z0 __, hadrons)) x Br(c--> 11-) = 0.0176 ± 0.0025(stat) ± 0.0042(syst), 
(:oE )b = 0. 726 ± 0.007( stat)± 0.022( syst ), 
(:oE )c = 0.56 ± 0.02(stat) ± 0.03(syst ). 
A complementary analysis of the bb fraction, based on counting the number of muons with 
PT > 1.0 GeV jc and p > 4.5 GeV jc, and subtracting the contributions from background and 
c quark decays, gave: 
(r(Z0 __, bb)jr(Z0 __, hadrons)) x Br(b __, 11-) = 0.0218 ± 0.0007(stat) ± 0.0026(syst), 
which supports the fitting result and is subject to different systematic uncertainties. 
Using events with high PT muons, the forward-backward asymmetry of the reaction e+ e- --> 
Z0 --> bb at the Z0 peak, before correction for B0B0 mixing, was measured to be: 
A[B = 0.072 ± 0.042(stat) ± 0.010(syst). 
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Figure Captions 
Figure 1 PT and p distributions for inclusive muon candidates showing Monte Carlo predic-
tions for the various contributions. 
a) PT distribution for p > 4.5 Ge vI c. 
b) p distribution for p > 4.5 GeV lc and PT > 1.0 GeV I c. 
(The process b --> T --> p. is not included) 
Note that PT was defined with respect to the jet axis evaluated with the muon included. 
Figure 2 Results of fitting for the composition of the observed p vs PT distribution for p > 
4.5 GeV I c and for all PT, shown superimposed on: 
a) the PT distribution for p > 4.5 Ge VI c. 
b) the p distribution for p > 4.5 Ge VIc and for an PT. 
(The process b --> T --> p. is included in the cascade contribution.) 
Figure 3 Distribution of -Q,. cos IJ for the inclusive muon candidates, after background and 
efficiency corrections. The solid curve was obtained from a fit 0f the form: 
C x (1 + cos2 1J + 8I3A[B cos IJ). 
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Table 1 
Fit z PT w.r.t. rbb;rh x Br(b _, ~') rccfrh X Br(c-> J') ("E)b ("E)c backgr01md x' fdof 
A Z8 jet (inc. !') 0.0226 ± 0.0007 0.0176 ± 0.0025 0.726 ± 0.007 0.56 ± 0.02 (43±5)% 259/282 
B Z8 jet (ex c. I') 0.0239 ± 0.0007 0.0164 ± 0.0023 0.726 ± 0.008 0.55 ± 0.02 (42 ± 5)% 278/282 
c Z8 thrust 0.0247 ± 0.0008 0.0153 ± 0.0023 0. 717 ± 0.008 0.53 ± 0.02 (42 ±4)% 308/282 
D Z8 jet(inc. !') 0.0224 ± 0.0013 0.0135 (fixed) 0.720 ± 0.009 0.55 (fixed) (26 ± 4)% 140/158 
PT > 1.0 GeV fc 
E "E jet (inc. I') 0.0222 ± 0 .0007 0.0163 ± 0.0030 0.74 ± O.Ql 0.59 ± 0.04 (43±6)% 263/282 
F 
"E jet(exc. !') 0.0238 ± 0.0006 0.0150 ± 0.0019 0.72 ± 0.01 0.59 ± 0.04 (42 ± 4)% 270/282 
G 
"E thrust 0.0240 ± 0.0007 0.0159 ± 0.0020 0. 73 ± 0.01 0.54 ± 0.04 (42±4)% 271/282 
H 
"E jet(inc. !') 0.0216 ± 0.0013 0.0135 (fixed) 0.74 ± 0.02 0.55 (fixed) (28 ± 4)% 140/158 
PT > 1.0 GeV jc 
---·--- -
Table 1: Results of fits (using different fragmentation variables) to the sample of hadronic Z0 decays containing muons with 
momentum above 4.5 Ge V J c. The errors quoted are statistical only. 
Table 2 
Systematic rbb;rh x Br(b ___, ~') r cc/rh x Br( c --+ J1-) (xE)b (xE)c 
1) det. resolution ±0.0007 ±0.0008 ±0.003 ±0.01 
2) background shape ±0.0003 ±0.0012 ±0.001 ±0.00 
3) J1- det. effie. ±0.0005 ±0.0003 ±0.000 ±0.00 
4) cascade contrib. ±0.0006 ±0.0011 ±0.001 ±0.01 
5) details of fit ±0.0003 ±0.0037 ±0.011 ±0.02 
6) frag. function ±0.0006 ±0.0008 ±0.019 ±0.02 
Total ±0.0013 ±0.0042 ±0.022 ±0.03 
Table 1: Systematic effects on the experimental measurements from the fitting method 
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Figure 2a 
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Figure 3 
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